Mechano-electric feedback in one-dimensional model of myocardium.
We utilized our earlier developed 1D mathematical model of the heart muscle strand to study contribution of the bilateral interactions between excitation and contraction on the cellular and tissue levels to the local and global myocardium function. Numerical experiments on the model showed that an initially uniform strand, formed on the inherently identical cells, became functionally heterogeneous due to the asynchronous excitation via the electrical wave spread. Mechanical interactions between the cells and the mechano-electric feedback beat-to-beat affect the functional characteristics of coupled cardiomyocytes further, adjusting their electrical and mechanical heterogeneity to the activation timing. Model simulations showed that functional heterogeneity increases with an enlarged spatial extension of the myocardial strand (in terms of the longer slack length not a higher stretch of the strand), demonstrating a special role of the heart size in its function. Model analysis suggests that cooperative mechanisms of myofilament calcium activation contribute essentially to the generation of cellular functional heterogeneity in contracting cardiac tissue.